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Recurrent food price crises, coupled with the steady deterioration of world 
food security over the past two decades, have prompted efforts to reform 
the global governance of food security. This article argues that diverging 
rules and norms across the elemental regimes of agriculture and food, in
ternational trade, and human rights over the appropriate role of states 
and markets in addressing food insecurity are a major source of transna
tional political conflict. It analyzes (1) the role of norms in the construction 
of the international food security regime; (2) the transition from an inter
national food security regime to a regime complex for food security; and 
(3) rule and norm conflicts within this regime complex. It concludes with a 
discussion of the impacts of diverging norms on the politics of regime com
plexity and its policy implications for current efforts to reform the global 
governance of food security KEYWORDS: regime complexes, food security, 
trade, human rights, WTO, UN. 

Fooo SECURITY HAS REEMERGED AS A MAJOR ISSUE IN GLOBAL GOVERNANCE. 

The perfect storm of surging energy prices. biofuel policies. food trade 

bans. and speculation on commodities markets that drove food prices to his

torical peaks in 2008 swelled the number of hungry people worldwide to an 

unprecedented I billiun. Although the number of hungry persons has fallen 

slightly since then. food prices spiked sharply again in 2010 and 2011 and 

uncertainty about the availability of the world food supply continues to 

send jitters across global markets. Politics have also felt the repercussion:-

of volatile and ri:--ing food prices. Let us not forget that the calls for ··bread 

and freedom·· became the rallying cry for the political movements in Egypt 

and Tunisia that toppled long-standing autocratic regimes. Chinese and 

Indian authorities have declared rising food prices a major macroeconomic 

concern that threaten' both economic growth and social stability. 
The recent food price cri:--cs exacerbated an already deteriorating 

world food security situation. rollowing a :--teady decline in the number of 

hungry people worldwide between I lJ7() and 1995. the global trend has 

since reversed. with world hunger continuously on the ri:--e ever since. 1 

This backward movement was unexpected and has surprised most policy

makcrs. Current trends indicate that the first Millennium Development 
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Goal (MDG )-to reduce the number of hungry people worldwide by half 

hctween 1990 and 20 I .'i-will not be met. A further concern is the domino 

effect of rising food insecurity: higher levels of undcrnutrition and malnu

trition will undermine progress on other MDGs such as global health and 
social and human development. 

There is now a wide acceptance among policymakers of the pressing 

need to reform the global governance of food security in order to address 

rising world hunger and improve the efficacy of existing food security 

interventions. It is widely acknowledged that the global scale. dri\ers. and 

complexity of food insecurity arc beyond the capacity of individual states 

to manage alone. The current global reform drive includes increasing coop

eration and policy coherence across the UN system. the Bretton Woods 

Institutions. regional bodies. and the Group of 20 (G-20) leaders. However. 

the hunger problem cannot be simply reduced to issues of poverty and food 

supply. which is the focus of current policymaking. World poverty has been 

constant-and even declined slightly-during the period in which hunger 

grew. c Rising hunger has occurred alongside rnnstant growth in world food 

production. in both absolute and per capita terms. While poverty reduction 

remains an important factor. there are other factors that need to be taken 
into account. As the recent food price crises demonstrated. the drivers of 

food insecurity are increasingly complex and tied to structural changes in 
the global food economy. 1 Demand for international cooperation will only 

increase. Climate change is predicted to exacerbate food insecurity in 

developing countries and will further intcn-,ify the challenge of sustainably 
feeding a world population of 9 billion by 20.'i0. 1 

The study of regime complexes is significant to the current debates 

about reform of the global governance of food security. There has been a 
transition from an international food security regime to a regime complex 
for food security. and this has major implications for efforts to improve pol

icy coherence and the institutional architecture to address world hunger. 

Diverging rules and norms across the elemental regimes of agriculture and 
food. international trade. and human rights concerning the appropriate role 

of states and markets in addressing food insecurity produced a simmering 

transnational political conflict prior to the recent food price crisis. Under
standing this conflict is critical because it is unresolved and therefore is a 
latent tension forestalling efforts to reform the global governance of food 
security. 

The Construction of 
the International Food Security Regime 
A major research program in international relations has explored the role of 

the intcrsubjectiw dimension of human action in constructing the global 
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polity.' Norms. ideas. and identities play a critical role in structuring inter

national relations alongside material factors. Norms arc the underlying cog

nit ivc frameworks that shape actors· idcntit ies and preferences and 

construct the principles. rules. and institutions that constitute the interna
tional system. 6 Drawing from these insights. I trace how food security has 

been constructed as an issue area re4uiring international cooperation and 

the consolidation of an international food security regime over time. This 

historical narrative is critical to understanding the continuous evolution of 

international food security governance and its current historical juncture. 

Eradicating hunger was one of the principal objectives of the postwar 

international system. Alongside the desire for peace and prosperity. the 

architects of the postwar system. led by the United States. held a belief 
about the international community's collective responsibility to fight 
hunger and the vast potential for advances in nutrition and agricultural sci

ence to achieve this end. This belief drove the creation of the Fond and 

Agriculture OrganiJ:at ion ( FAO) in 194'.'i. the first ll N special iJ:cd agency 
tasked to raise world nutrition levels. improve food production and distri

bution. and ensure humanity's freedom from hunger. 7 Early FAO efforts 
sought lo address the food problem through the international coordination 
of grain production and tratk to redistribute surplus food produced in the 

West to meet the needs of the hungry in the developing world. However. 
the United States and other major grain producers. who enjoyed unique 
rositions at that time as the world's granaries and preferred expanding agri

cttltural trade. did not fully support international coordination and instead 
steered the FAO to focus its work on strengthening food supply manage

nH:nt within developing countries. 

In the 1960s. rapid porulation gnmth. combined \\ith lagging food 
production in developing countries. prompted Malthusian fears of an 
impending world food shortage. It was during this period that the UN 
World Food Program ml' ( WFP) was created under the umbrella of the FAO 

to provide food assistance to developing countries. While this development 
served multiple humanitarian. trade. and domestic farm policy objectives of 

the main aid donors. -,uch as the Llnitcd State-;. the Eurorcan Community. 
Canada. and Australia (also the major grain-producing countries). the 

evolving practice of international food assistance further concretiJ:ed the 
norm and expectations of international cooperation on hunger.~ The cre
ation of the WFP was quickly followed by the major grain-producing coun

tries agreeing to a new international food aid burden-sharing system under 
the Food Aid Convention (FAC). In addition to food aid. these countries 
scaled up bilateral and multilateral assistance to foster food production in 

developing countries by financing technological transfers and the introduc
tion of higher-yield seed varieties. fertilizer~. and pesticides (i.e .. the Green 
Revolution). 
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The term fi)()d scrnritr was first incorporated into international policy 

during the early 1970s. An unexpected shortage of wheat caused panic on 

international food markets that drove grain prices skyward. Food-importing 
countries-the vast majority of states-desperately scrambled to secure 
food supplies. This was the first recognized world food crisis and it led to 

severe hunger in many countries. The crisis revealed a new driver of hunger 
to policymakers: price volatility and the unreliability of food supply on 
international markets. 9 The events of 1972-1974 challenged assumptions 
about how world food markets worked and led to political consensus about 
the need for new instruments of international cooperation to eradicate 
hunger. Several new international institutions came out of the 1974 FAO 
World Food Conference. including multilateral forums for interstate coop

eration and an international financial institution. the International Fund for 
Agricultural Development (IFAD). to address the new drivers of food inse
curity.10 Although the conference produced political consensus about the 

need to address food security. the return of stability on international food 
markets soon after it was held diminished the sense of urgency for major 
international market reform. 

The concept of food security continued to evolve, incorporating 
advances in the understanding of the causes of hunger. In particular the 
work of Nobel Prize-winning economist Amartya Sen. which demonstrated 
that access to food and not just food supply was critical to averting famine. 
reoriented international policies to look beyond traditional food production 
and supply issues. 11 Sen 's theory of entitlements recognized that there were 
multiple causes of hunger. including food supply. availability. utilization. 
and access. 1

.:> This new idea prompted a major rethinking of international 
food security policies away from the emphasis on bulk food transfers 
toward incorporating a set of interventions that target various dimensions 
and scales. This multifaceted understanding of hunger became the basis of 
the international consensus definition of food security negotiated by states 
at the 1996 World Food Summit. 13 This definition remains the accepted 
basis for international and national food security policymaking. 

Taken together. these developments shaped the construction of food 
security as an issue area and the formation of an international regime 
around it. The desire to eradicate hunger alongside an evolving under
standing of food security was reflected in the institutional arrangements and 
practices of international society. At the core of the international food secu
rity regime. and what differentiated this regime from the agricultural policy 
regime's focus on expanding consumption. production. and trade, was the 
widely accepted principle of international. collective action to eradicate 
hunger and reduce the number of persons who suffer and die from hunger 
and malnutrition. The institutionalization of this regime is most commonly 
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associated with the Rome-based UN food agem·ies: the FAQ and its off

shoots, the WFP and !FAD. The work of these institutions was grounded on 

shared principles and understandings of food security, with each institution 

performing a uni4ue function: the provision of interstate negotiation and an 
information clearinghouse. the delivery of and standard-setting for interna

tional food assistance. and the provision of long-term loans. respectively. 

Other international institutions were key parts of the international food 

security regime. However. they varied in centrality and type. ranging from 
the short-lived World Food Council ( 1974-1994 ). a ministerial-level body 

tasked with keeping food security on the political agenda. to the Standing 

Committee on Food and Nutrition. which continues to ensure policy coher

ence across the UN system. Institutions outside of the UN system were also 

embedded in the regime. such as the FAC and the Consultative Group on 
International Agricultural Research. a network of international agriculture 
and food research centers nominally under the World Bank. While these lat

ter institutions had variegated linkages to the UN institutions, there was a 
shared understanding among them about what food security meant and an 
underlying principle--eradicating hunger-that girded their work. 

From International Food Security Regime 
to a Regime Complex for Food Security 
There has been a shift from an international food security regime to a 

regime complex for food security. This shift occurred in the 1990s when 

institutional proliferation resulted in overlapping authority among the inter
national food security. international trade. and human rights regimes. This 

has assembled a set of institutions with diverging norms and rules into a 

regime complex formation. 
The creation of the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 1995 was a 

decisive moment in the emergence of a regime complex for food security. 
In particular, the Agreement on Agriculture (AA) and the Agreement on the 

Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS) brought agricul

ture and food governance under the binding international law of the WTO. 
The AA encompasses specific rules that determine the policies that states 

are permitted to undertake in order to achieve food security. 1 .J This 
includes. for example. domestic food subsidies and direct food assistance, 
types of border protection and financial support permitted to strategic food 

security commodities. export bans, and the operation of food reserves. The 
AA also contains rules on the provision of international food aid. 

From the onset. the WTO acknowledged that international trade rules 

could have conse4uences for world food security. A key objective of the AA 
was to reduce agricultural overproduction in developed countries that was 
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seen widely as the cause of a \'icious cycle of low food prices. farm crises. 

and a transatlantic agricultural suhsidy war. I.' During the negotiations of the 

AA. developed countries sought to hoost the price of agricultural goods. 

reduce the hurden of farm suhsidies on national hudgets. and maintain pro

tection for domestic agricultural interests. It was recognized that success in 

achieving these objectives could carry negative food security implications 

such as higher food import hills for net food-importing developing coun

ties. Therefore. the AA's framework explicitly charges the WTO and its 

members with continuously monitoring the impact of trade reforms on 

world food security and. if necessary. with providing assistance to countries 

that experience difficulties in financing food imports. 1(' The SPS also gov

erns food security because it sets the international standards for food safety. 

It provides the framework and conditions under which states may imple

ment trade restrictions. such as on the import of foodstuffs that pose risks 

to human health. Presently. the AA and SPS an: under renegotiation as part 

of the Doha Round (2001-presenl) of multilateral trade negotiations. 17 

The WTO's binding rules and strong dispute settlement system give it 

significant authority in governing food security. Its broad coverage of food 
security in the AA and SPS created new linkages with the international food 
security regime. It introduced to the complex a very different normative ori

entation to the global governance of food security than had previously 
existed. The WTO's objective is to liberalize world agriculture along mar
ket-oriented principles. including rules that seek to limit state intervention 

that is perceived to distort self-regulating markets. At the WTO. trade offi
cials argue that agricultural liberalization is key to increasing glohal food 

trade. which they associate with enhancing world food security. 

The international human righh regime also has taken on greater author
ity in the glohal governance of food security hy promoting the human right 
to food. The human right to food is not a new concept. It was first articu

lall'd in the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights and then given 

legal character in the 1966 International Convention on Economic. Social. 
and Cultural Rights, which ohligated parties to progressively realize the 

right to food and ensure an equitahle distribution of world food supplies in 
relation to need. The right to food took on greater salience when states 

agreed to clarify the definition and the rights and ohligations implicit in this 
human right as an outcome of the 1996 World Food Summit. The ohligation 
of states to respect. protect. and fulfill the right to food is now an accepted 

international norm. Moreover. the right to food is hecoming ever more 
institutionalized. International guidelines on the right to food were negoti
ated hy states in 2003. While these guidelines are not legally binding. they 

further specified states' obligations and devised a framework for national 

legislation and international cooperation on agriculture. development. and 
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international trade issues. 1 x The monitoring and enforcement capacity on 

the right to food has been significantly strengthened under the work of the 

Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights: the Committee on 

Economic. Social and Cultural Rights: and the Human Rights Council. The 
latter has developed enhanced processes to receive and respond to ,·iola

tions of the right to food and. thus. there are greater rcputational costs for 

states and nonstatc actors that violate this right. 

An increasing number of states. such as South Africa. Hrazil. and India. 
have created constitutional frameworks to protect the right to food. Admit

tedly. not all state actors fully support the expansion of the human rights 

regime "s authority and the spilling over of human righh into the food secu

rity debate. Nc\'crthclcss. there is growing international consensus that the 

right to food is a critical dimension of food security because it defines the 
obligations of states to ensure that access to food is not diminished hy other 
policies, particularly for the most vulnerable groups in society. Food as a 

human right. a right implicit with national and international legal obliga
tions. is a new and important norm in the regime complex for food security. 

The linkage between food security and the right Ill food creates new expec
tations among citi1.ens and other actors for state action to promote food 

security. 
(Jlobal food security governance has the characteristics of a regime 

complex. identified by Amandinc Orsini. Jean-Frederic Morin. and Oran 
Young in this issue. In the rq:imc complex for food security. there is an 

overlap of three elemental regimcs--agriculture and food. international 
trade. and human rights-characterized hy different norms that deal with a 

common issue. food security. These elemental regimes exhibit overlapping 
memberships as most states arc members of the FAO and WTO or have 

signed on to the relevant international human rights treaties. 

Overlapping Rules for Food Security 
Scholars of regime complexes alert us to the impacts of overlapping rules 

on international cooperation and the myriad strategics employed by states 
and other actors in response to such situations. 1

<J Overlapping rules can 
introduce uncertainty. cause coordination problems hy altering the incen
tives for international cooperation. and encourage forum-shopping and 

forum-~hifting behavior among participants (sec Michael J. Structt. Mark T. 
Nance. and Diane Armstrong in this issue). 20 On the other hand. overlap
ping rules. once acknowledged by states as a constraint on cooperation. 

may in fact prompt direct efforts to increase coherence across the elemen

tal regimes (sec Jean-Frederic Morin and Amandinc Orsini in this issue). 
Overlapping rules in the regime complex for food security increase unccr-
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tainty for policy actors and have been a source of transnational conflict 
between states and international organizations. 

Consider the case of international food aid rules. Historically. interna

tional food aid rules rested with the original international food security 

regime. specifically under the FAO and FAC. that over time established 

best practices for international food aid. including minimizing potential 

negative impacts on food trade. 21 This situation changed when authority 

over food aid rules was rescaled with the creation of the WTO. The AA 

linked trade and food aid in a new way; it included explicit references to 

the existing FAO and FAC food aid rules as criteria for determining if a 
WTO member's food aid policies were legitimate aid or a disguised farm 

subsidy. This particular development. which broke with the long-standing 

preference by most developed countries to keep food aid issues out of the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and the World Trade Organization. 

was the result of trade tensions and not humanitarian concerns. Having the 

AA cover food aid was viewed by many grain-producing countries as a 

means to keep 4uestionablc US food aid practices in check. such as the use 
of food aid to gain a commercial foothold in for<;ign markets. As a result. 
food aid became deeply entangled in the politics of international trade. 22 

The linkage between the food security and trade regimes has led to 
greater interaction among international and transnational policy actors. And 
this includes greater political friction among these actors. For example. 
when the current FAC expired in 2002 and was due to be renegotiated. 
states agreed to postpone renegotiating it until the WTO negotiations were 
finalized. This outcome was imposed hy the trade ministries of the 
advanced economics on their international aid counterparts. Trade officials 
feared that renegotiating the FAC concurrently with the AA could result in 
forum shopping and the potential watering down of international food aid 
rules. Development officials hoped the renegotiation of the FAC would pro

vide the opportunity to finally update the rules to reflect new best practices 
for international aid. Suspending the FAC renegotiation was publicly criti
cized by nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) active in humanitarian 
assistance. which cited this as further evidence of the WTO's "chilling 
effect" on other policy fields. 21 Development officials were similarly dis
concerted about trade politics apparently trumping development issues. 
Food aid policy experts argue that freezing the FAC renegotiation for rea
sons related to trade policy derailed the political momentum that had been 
building among international development agencies to modernize the FAC 
to address rising global food insecurity. :--1 

Overlapping rules and negotiations of food aid rules at the WTO also 
impacted the WFP. While the WFP is not involved in formal food aid rule 
making. nor is it formally linked to the WTO under the AA. this institution 
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plays a key role in food aid delivery (it delivers the majority of multilat

eral food aid) and as a key forum for developing hest practices. During the 

early years of the Doha Round. WFP officials expressed strong reservations 
ahout some WTO mcmhers' proposals that would increase the WTO's 
authority over international food aid. For example. one 2003 proposal sup
ported hy most WTO memhers envisaged the multilateral trade regime as 

the final arbiter of what is legitimate (and. by extension. legal I international 

food assistance. Given a lack of formal capacity to intervene in the state
based negotiations al the WTO. WFP officials resorted to launching an 
international media campaign critical of the WTO food aid proposal on the 
eve of the 2om WTO ministerial meeting in Hong Kong. 2" The WFP"s 
forceful and highly puhlic critique of the WTO proposal came as an unex
pected shock to man; trade negotiators and prompted reconsideration hy 
WTO members of till~ content and implications of future WTO food aid 
rules. The case of the WFP and WTO food aid rules illustrates that regime 

complexes can produce transnational political conflicts related to actors· 
perceptions of hierarchy. even when there are no formal overlapping rules 

or institutional linkages. 

Norm-based Conflicts and Food Security Governance 
Norm-hased conflicts arc evident in the regime complex for food security. 
There is considerahk transnational political contestation surrounding the 
impacts of trade liherali1.ation on food security and the appropriate global 
policies required to mitigate any negative consequences. This contest is 
played out within the regime complex for food security. with the WTO and 
UN institutions heing influential actors. 

Diverging norms between the WTO and the UN institutions over the 
state-market relationship and its role in world food security frame this con
flict. The WTO views free trade as heing supportive of world food security: 
this position is the official view of the WTO secretariat and also of the 
powerful proponents of agricultural trade liheralization (e.g .. the United 

States. European Union. Brazil. Canada. and Australia). 26 The FAO and UN 
human rights systems acknowledge the potential of trade liberalization to 
improve rural livelihoods. However. these institutions" support for interna
tional trade is tempered by the recognition of asymmetrical power relations 
where powerful food-exporting countries and several transnational agri
food companies disproportionately shape market outcomes. The UN insti
tutions are mandated to address the needs of food-insecure people and they 
contend that free trade docs not necessarily enhance access to adequate 
food. UN institutions target the WTO negotiations because trade rules arc 
hinding on states. especially food-insecure ones. and this creates unccr-
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tainty for states on how to reconcile potential trade and human righh obli
gations. Norm-based conflicts have prompted the UN institutions to seek to 
influence international trade rules so that states have recourse to a wide set 
of policy measures to regulate national and international markets to achieve 

food insecurity objectives. including the obligation of states to protect the 
right to food under international law. In short. the UN monitors (and seeks 
to influence) trade negotiations with an eye toward ensuring that food secu
rity concerns are not lost to horse trading in the final deal. 

It would he a mistake to equate these divergent readings of trade and 
food security as symptoms of bureaucratic turf wars. For example. the FAO 

strongly supported the creation of the WTO and provided developing coun
tries technical support during negotiations of the AA. Since 1995, the FAO 
has cooperated closely with the WTO on many policy and technical issues. 
The FAO has never sought authority over agricultural trade negotiations. 
Instead. conflict between these institutions arises from the FAO's assess
ment that the AA is unbalanced and favors Northern agriculture interests. 

This view is shared hy most developing countries. which make up the vast 
majority of WTO member states. 

Diverging norms also engender problems of trust among actors. For 
example. international trade and human rights officials remain skeptical 
about each other's intentions. in large part because there is a concern that 
efforts to reconcile international trade and the right to food will lead to the 
weakening of one system at the expense of the other. Recent discourse 
about aligning trade and human rights is encouraging: however. scholars 
have noted the necessity for social learning and cultural change among 
international and national officials to bridge the current normative chasm.27 

A new political dynamic in the regime complex for food security is 
heightened disagreement among old and new powers over food security and 
the role of international trade. Developing countries at the WTO-in particu

lar the Group of 20 (G-20). a Southern bargaining coalition on agriculture
with the support of the Group of :n (G-33) coalition of developing countries 
with agricultural sensitivities. have pushed for new trade provisions to support 
food security that would protect key basic food staples and other crops pro
duced by resource-poor farmers from being subject to further liberalization. 
One measure. the so-called Special Safeguard Mechanism (SSM). is intended 
to provide developing countries with the right to raise irnpm1 tariffs on a tem
porary basis for sensitive food security crops. In theory. the SSM would pre
vent the rapid inflow of foreign. subsidized food imports. which cause food 
prices to bottom out and can wipe out small fanners. Another measure under 
consideration at the WTO, the "special products" proposal. would permit most 
developing countries to negotiate for a lower overall cut to the tariffs on prod
ucts designated as critical to food security. 
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Devdoping countries claim these measures arc vital to promote world 

food security. FAO officials have long supported these types of measures. 
including providing technical support to the WTO and developing countries 
during the development of these measures. More recently. the UN special 
rapporteur on the righl to food. Olivier De Schutter. has recommended that 
WTO memher states adopt these instrumenh. suggesting that these are con
sistent with states· ohl igations to protect the right to food. Developed coun

tries claim these two instruments are protectionist and contrary to the spirit 
of the WTO's agenda of progressive trade lihcralization. By extension. 
there is a concern that the SSM and special products may further expand 

the WTO's authority into food security. 
The conrlict over the extent to which the WTO and the AA should 

accommodate food security has proved to be a major source of political 
deadlock in the Dohcl Round. Breaking the WTO deadlock will likely 
require that new trade-related food security instruments he accepted: this 

is ever more true after the recent global food crisis. By implication. this 
will require greater permissiveness by WTO members to support more, not 
less, state intervention in agrirnltural markets. The actual political economy 
implications of this arc unclear: however. it does suggest potentially less 
market access for the major agricultural exporters. The normative tensions 
are profound here hecausc what is at stake is tacit recognition that the 
WTO's mandate to reform agricultural trade along market lines needs to he 
reevaluated in light of global food security concerns. The WTO secretariat 

and many WTO members recognize and are disconcerted by such an out
come because they fear this may unravel not just the agricultural negotia
tions, hut the entire Doha Round of negotiations. and therehy endanger 
liheralization on industrial goods and services. 

While the WTO has significant regulatory authority in the regime 
complex. the moral authority continues to rest with the UN institutions 
rooted normatively in the international food security and human rights 
regimes. As such. there is no clear solution to addressing norm-hascd con
rlicts in the regime complex for food security. Centralization is an 
unlikely outcome. Increasing the authority of the WTO over food security 
will he strongly opposed hy the UN system. the WTO. most states. and 
NGOs. At the same time. most states will continue to value the strong 
rule-based system of the WTO in spite of the current difficulties in the 
Doha Round. As such. states arc unlikely to delegate responsibility for 
agriculture trade policy to the UN system. This would undermine the 
authority of the WTO and require states to recalculate the benefits and 
costs under all of the existing WTO trade agreements without agriculture 
on the table. Indeed. that option could cause further breakdown of the 

multilateral trade regime. 
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Implications for 
the Twenty-First-Century Food Security Challenge 
The global governance of food security is at a crossroads. On the one hand, 
international efforts to reduce world food insecurity have fallen consider
ably short of expectations and commitments. There is a broad agreement 
that the current levels of world food insecurity are unacceptable morally 
and ethically as well as from a social and economic development policy 
perspective. The current state of world food insecurity is a dark stain on the 
record of international cooperation given that the tools and technologies to 
mitigate food insecurity among the most vulnerable are well proven, widely 
available, and inexpensive. On the other hand, there are signals that herald 
measured optimism. Food insecurity is a now a priority issue in global gov
ernance. This is evident in the recent work programs on food security, 
including the Group of 8 (G8) 2008 L'Aquila Food Security Initiative and 
the 2012 New Alliance for Food Security and Nutrition programs to support 
agricultural production. technology. and research; and the establishment of 
the Global Agriculture and Food Security Program. a multidonor fund to 
support private and public investment in agriculture, managed by the World 
Bank. It is also evident in the deepening transnational food security policy 
network at the UN High-Level Task Force on the Global Food Security Cri
sis and Committee on World Food Security. Greater cooperation at the 
regional level on food security is also promising. such as efforts by the 
African Union to increase the share of the national budget devoted to agri
culture and the near completion of the Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations (ASEAN) Plus Three Emergency Rice Reserve. 

Returning to the present multilateral efforts to address global food inse
curity. we can observe many of the conflicts latent in the regime complex 
already at play. Diverging norms over trade liberalization are visible in the 
current debate on food export bans by major grain producers such as Rus
sia and Ukraine. The WTO. World Bank, and G-8 blame unilateral export 
bans for high food prices and call for trade rules to prohibit states from 
using them in the future. By comparison, the UN institutions arc aware that 
many poor countries also resort to bans in times of uncertainty and they 
have called for greater transparency and coordination of international food 
supplies, but have not fully endorsed an outright prohibition on export bans. 
If there is agreement on disciplining export bans, this is likely to require 
granting greater authority to the WTO given that its rules cover agricultural 
export bans. WTO rules are likely to be limited to reducing the negative 
impacts of export bans on international market actors. However. WTO rules 
are unlikely to be crafted in a manner to directly minimize the negative 
impacts of price swings on particular groups of food-insecure individuals. 
which is precisely what would be demanded by the norms of the interna-
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tional food 'ccurity and human righh regime,. Another example is the 
rl·,i,tance hy the GX. WTO. and World Bank to the l IN\ atll·mpts to main
'tream the right to food as a central pillar of the multilateral response to the 
food crises. The former arc major proponents of trade liherali1ation and arc 
concerned that a rights-based fra111ework may encourage developing coun
trie' to decrease their rcliancl' 011 international markets and place a greater 
cmpha'i' 011 food ,elf-,ufficicncy.-'' 

The recent appearance of the GX. (i-20. and World Bank as key aclor' 
in global food security governance is notable. and it is evidence of the 
incrca,ing dcn,ity in thL' regi111e complex for food 'ecurity. En·n 111orc sig
nificant is the emergence of a poll'ntial new and fourth elc111ental rt'gi111e in 
the complex. international finance. There is now a consensu' that financial 
'pecttlation is a 111ajor driver of rising and volatile food prices. The Ci-20 
finance ministers and international organi1atio11s arc working on regulator) 
option' to reduce food price volatility and thi' 111ay cmcr financial spl'CU
lation in agricultural cnmnwdities. Similar to international trade. a nascent 
urnflict can he observed\\ ithin the regime complex: there is a strong diver
gence of\ icws between the United State,, international financial in,titu
tions. and private actors (which arc resistant to nL'w public forms of 
rL'gulation of co111111oditics trading) and FrancL'. most net food-i111porting 
developing countries. the LIN system. and global civil sociL'ty (which 
.\trongly support greater regulation of financial 111arkets). It i' premature to 
'peutlate 011 the longer-term implications of this possible expansion of the 
regi111e co111plex for fnod .\ecurity. Ho\\C\Tr. it is clear that the linkages 
het\\cen food security and international finance arc rccogni1cd hy actors as 
significant and \\ arranting international cooperation. 

(ioing forward. diverging 11or111s and rules arc likely to re111ain a 
source of conflict and fragmentation in ongoing efforts to strengthen the 
global governance of food 'ccurity. II is e"cntial that policymakns rec
ogni1e the existence and characteristics of the regime compkx for food 
security and seek Ill'W ways of forging consensus among 111ultiplc and con
flil'ling nor111s and rules.;\ failure to rccogni;c the interlocking relation
ship among the elemental regimes of agriculture and food. international 
trade. and hu111an rights is likely to impede internation;tl cooperation to 
reduce world hunger. 
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